
Chapter 128:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
GENE EVOLUTION FLUID, MECHANICAL
INTERFERENCE
Lu Yuan and Amy looked at each other, and the atmosphere suddenly became a bit
awkward.

Then, Lu Yuan saw Amy cry out:

"Wow! I'm going to have a baby!! I'm going to become an adult!"

Seeing Amy crying, Lu Yuan scratched his head, a little embarrassed:

"Cough... don't worry, there will be no babies."

"You lied! Big liar! Uuuuu!"

Lu Yuan saw Amy crying sadly, and didn't know how to comfort her for a while.

He remembered the puppy he raised in his previous life. Lu Yuan would always touch
his head when the puppy was sad.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, stretched out his hand, and touched Amy's purple hair
like Shunmao, and said in a gentle voice:

"Really! I definitely don't lie to you! Amy, you are so smart, can I lie to you? I won’t

have a baby in my hand. If you don’t believe me, go out and check it online!"

Amy slapped Lu Yuan's hand away, staring at her purple eyes, looking at Lu Yuan:

"I checked it on the Internet! There will be babies in hand."

Lu Yuan: "???"

He was full of question marks and looked at Amy:

"...What network are you on?!"
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He was a little skeptical, could it be that he made a mistake?

Isn't it?

He thought about it, and said seriously:

"Don't worry, Amy! If there really is a baby, I will take full responsibility!"

Amy was taken aback, crying louder: "I don't want you to take full responsibility! I
don't want to become an adult!"

Lu Yuan thought for a while: "Or, after I leave the ruins, I will find you a piece of
information on how to give birth to a baby. How about it? I promise, you will
definitely not have a baby. of!"

Although let him give Amy these physiology lessons in person, he will feel a lot of
pressure.

But it shouldn't be a problem to show her some information, right?

Seeing Lu Yuan's vows, Amy was a little skeptical.

"...really not?"

"Really not! I swear to God! If I have a baby, I will be thundered!"

Lu Yuan stretched out three fingers.

Amy was still sobbing, she thought about it, then nodded:

"Since you said that, I believe you this time! In case there really is a baby! You are
dead!"

"Don't worry, I don't need Amy-sama to do it myself, I will die by myself!"

Lu Yuan gave Amy a thumbs up, smiling brightly.

He didn't believe it, he could have a baby by holding hands.

"Huh! Then continue to explore."



Amy's emotions come and go quickly.

She wiped away her tears and said something.

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief.

is finally coaxed.

What the ** website did Amy go on before?

Is this a serious website?

Have a baby in hand?

Lu Yuan planned to find out with Wang Lingling after he went back.

That woman should be the one who knows how to fool... well, how to guide Amy.

Just a while ago, the injuries Lu Yuan had received before had been completely
recovered by the Seed of Nature.

Lu Yuan and Amy returned to the door of the previous room again.

looked at the room, a mess.

Lu Yuan and Amy were not surprised either.

If this kind of trap occurs, it means nothing has been achieved.

The two went up again, and soon they came to the fourth room.

After opening the room, it was a room of five to six hundred square meters.

There is nothing inside, nothing.

A hint of disappointment flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes:

"Hey...we are not lucky, Amy, there is nothing in two consecutive rooms."

Amy also nodded, a little disappointed.



The two continue to go up.

Soon, they came to the fifth room.

After opening the door of the room, the two finally saw something in the center of the

room.

Those are four clusters of light flashing with blue light.

"Boss-level items?! There are four more?"

Lu Yuan and Amy are very pleasantly surprised.

The two quickly walked over and picked up the light ball.

Inside the light group is a bottle of medicine.

Lu Yuan picked up the light group and saw the message.

Gene Evolution Liquid (first-order): After drinking, it can break ten first- order genetic
chains.

this…

Break the genetic lock? !

Lu Yuan looked at the message, his eyes widened, and a hint of ecstasy flashed in his
eyes.

Does that mean that this thing is equivalent to ten first-order rough stones? !

Although Lu Yuan knows that besides rough stones, there are some natural treasures, or
technological items or other means that can break the genetic lock.

But seeing this genetic evolution fluid, I was still pleasantly surprised.

Isn’t this the treasure that suits him best now? !

It took him so long before, but he only collected three rough stones.

I don’t know how long it will take to break through.



With this genetic evolution fluid, he can directly break through with just one bottle.

In addition to the so many spiritual power gene fluids he has just obtained, he can
evolve all the genes again and improve his strength by a large amount!

"Gene evolution fluid?"

Amy frowned slightly, disappointed.

Lu Yuan has some doubts:

"Amy, don't you think this gene evolution fluid is useful? How do you feel that you are

not very happy?"

Amy wrinkled her nose:

"The value of the gene evolution fluid is good, but I have a golden stone that can break
through the gene lock, which is not very useful to me."

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched suddenly.

Well, it's another day to envy Fuloli Amy every day.

"But since there is this thing, let's divide it, two bottles for one person."

"Um."

Amy nodded, and the two divided the genetic evolution liquid.

After dividing the gene evolution fluid, Lu Yuan thought of a question and looked at
Amy abruptly.

"Amy, what happens if you break through to the second tier in the El Mechanical
Ruins?"

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Amy smiled and said:

"Hey hey! I know what you are thinking. If you break through to Tier 2 in the El

Mechanical Ruins normally, you will be repelled by the ruins, and then explode and die,
and then all gains will be lost."



Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, and he was a little excited:

"Is there anything abnormal?"

"Of course there is!"

Amy smiled and said: "In the core area of   the floating city, if you are lucky, you
can find something called El Core Fragment. Although the El Core Fragment cannot
bring out the ElMechanical Ruins like other loot, But it can make you truly become the
same as the aboriginal of the El Mechanical Ruins. If you take the El core fragment and
break through to the second level, you will not be rejected by the Ruins, and you can
play in the El Mechanical Ruins. Tier 2 power."

Lu Yuan was surprised when he heard the words.

Now he is only at the leader level.

Facing those geniuses who have inherited powerful genes, Lu Yuan still feels heavy
pressure.

But if he breaks through to the second level, his genes can evolve to the lord level.

Then he will be the battle power of the lord level!

Even if he meets a genius with a lord-level gene, he may not be able to fight.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, with firmness in his eyes:

"Amy, we must find the core fragment of El!"

"Of course! Without the core fragment of El, it would be too dangerous for us to go to
the Central Floating City. There must be a lot of people who will break through to the
second order."

Lu Yuan's face was condensed, and he nodded.

"Then let's continue, hurry up and explore this tall building, and then go to the floating
city."

"Um!"



There is one last room.

Lu Yuan and Amy came to the door of the room, Lu Yuan opened the door of the room.

Inside the door of the room, there is only a blue light ball.

Lu Yuan looked around, and after making sure that there was no danger, he led Amy
in.

"Look at what it is."

Lu Yuan and Amy approached the blue light group.

Then they found strange lines flowing in the blue light cluster.

"It turned out to be an extraordinary gene?"

Both of them are happy.

The extraordinary gene of the leader level is extremely valuable.

"Look at the extraordinary gene."

Amy urged.

Lu Yuan picked up the extraordinary gene, and the information passed into Lu Yuan's
mind.

Combat Skills: Mechanical Interference

can interfere with the thinking mode of mechanical life to a certain extent, thereby
affecting the behavior of mechanical life. However, it can only affect the mechanical
life whose mental strength is similar to that of his own.

Lu Yuan was slightly taken aback when he saw this extraordinary gene.

To be fair, this transcendent gene seems a bit strong, but it doesn't seem to be that

strong.

can interfere with the thinking and behavior of mechanical life after all, which seems
quite strong.



But it only has an effect on the mechanical life, so it looks very hip.

"What gene is it?"

Amy asked curiously.

Lu Yuan told Amy about the mechanical interference. Amy also frowned slightly, a
little tangled.

"The limitations of this transcendent gene are so big. But if it is facing machine life, it
would be terrible."

Lu Yuan nodded sympathetically.

Amy smiled and said:

"My development direction is to use Tianluo Wisteria as the core, and constantly
strengthen Tianluo Wisteria's route. This mechanical interference is useless to me. Lei
Feng, take it, if you don't use it, you can also take it for auction. This Although
extraordinary genes have great limitations, their value is definitely extremely high."

The genes that can interfere with other people’s thinking patterns are exaggerated.

Lu Yuan is not hypocritical, he nodded: "Then I put it away."

Lu Yuan actually wanted to burn this extraordinary gene.

If it is an ordinary person, burning this mechanical interference may only have the
effect of disturbing the life of the mechanical.

But Lu Yuan is different, he can evolve genes.

The effect of mechanical interference is actually not weak. What if it evolves?

I don’t know what stronger effect will appear.

What's more, it is now in the mechanical ruins of El, all encountered are mechanical
beings.

With this extraordinary gene, it would be much easier in the ruins.



Lu Yuan intends to think again, if he doesn't get a more suitable transcendent gene in
Floating City, then burn this.

Putting away the mechanical interference, Lu Yuan said:

"Let's go, go to the roof."

"Um."

The two left the last room and walked along the stairs towards the top of the building.

Soon, they came to the door of the roof.

opened the door, and the two came to the roof of the building.

In the middle of the roof, there is a black box with a length of about 30 meters and a

height of about 10 meters.

There is also a black metal rod flashing white light outside the box.

The black box is the aerial elevator, and the black metal rod is naturally the controller
that controls the aerial elevator.

Lu Yuan glanced at the sky above the kilometer-high building, densely packed aircraft
flying in the air, the closer to the floating city, the more aircraft.

Amy opened his mouth and said: "According to the information of El Mechanical Ruins,
you can only enter the floating city by taking the air elevator. If you pass through the air,
you will be attacked by various aircraft."

Lu Yuan nodded, he also knew this information.

Lu Yuan walked over and picked up the controller:

"Okay, the controller is ready, let's go back."

"Um!"

Amy and Lu Yuan followed the original road back to the original hall of the
100-meter-high building.



Lin Xixi and several people are still guarding the door. At the door, the Tianluo
Wisteria Gate that Amy had made before Amy left still exists.

Seeing Lu Yuan and Amy coming over, Lin Xixi and others' eyes lit up.

"Miss, Mr. Lei, you are back."

Lu Yuan nodded and looked at Amy:

"Amy, put away the Tianluo Wisteria."

With a wave of the staff in Amy's hand, the Tianluo wisteria turned into purple light
and disappeared.

"Mr. Lei, Miss Amy."

Xu Qi, Beman and others naturally saw Lu Yuan and Amy come back. After the
Tianluo Wisteria dissipated, they all smiled relievedly.

Many people took a peek at the metal staff in Amy's hand.

Amy didn't have this before. Obviously, this was one of the gains they gained from
entering the tall buildings this time.

Everyone was full of envy.

Lu Yuan didn't know what they thought, but just smiled:

"I already got the controller. After paying the entry fee, let's go to the floating city with
us."

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Xu Qi came forward first and smiled:

"There are nine people in our team, here is the 9000 spiritual power gene fluid."

"There are four people in our team, here is 4000 spiritual power gene fluid."

"There are six people in our team..."



The captains of the teams stepped forward and took out batches of spiritual power gene
fluids and traded them to Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan put away these spiritual power gene fluids.

Soon, everyone is done trading.

Lu Yuan counted while trading. There were a total of 68 genetic warriors who wanted

to go up with Lu Yuan and them.

A total of 68,000 psychic gene fluids were harvested.

This is equivalent to 6.8 million first-order spirit crystals!

can be compared to what Lu Yuan and Amy searched for twelve hundred-meter-high
buildings.

"Since I have paid the entry fee, let's go."

Lu Yuan was in a happy mood. Together with Amy and others, he led everyone into the
high-rise building, and soon came to the roof of the thousand-meter- high building.

Standing on the rooftop, UU reading www.uukanshu.com looked at the densely packed

flying machines in the sky, the pupils of the genetic warriors shrank, showing a look of
horror.

"I heard that if you fly in the air, you will be besieged to death by the aircraft, and you
can only go to the floating city by taking the air elevator."

Xu Qi said, seeing Lu Yuan’s eyes with gratitude:

"I would also like to thank Mr. Lei for giving us this opportunity, otherwise, we would
not even have the qualifications to enter the floating city."

The others also nodded again and again.

For them, the mechanical guards outside are an insurmountable sky.

Lu Yuan smiled: "You paid the entrance fee, and I will take you to the Floating City.
This is a fair deal. Don't thank me. Just go up."



Although there are close to a hundred people, the area of   the aerial elevator is not

small, and one hundred people can still stand under it.

After everyone entered, Lu Yuan took out the metal rod and controlled the aerial
elevator to fly into the air and flew towards the floating city.

In the sky, countless aircrafts fly around the elevators in the sky like fish.

From the windows of the elevator in the sky, they could see the vast picture.

Lu Yuan is always frightened, but fortunately there is an elevator in the sky.

Otherwise, surrounded by so many flying vehicles, I don’t know how to die.

Soon, the aerial elevator approached the floating city.

Finally, led by the floating city, he came to a square in the fringe area, and finally
landed steadily on the square.
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